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Alex Sergison continues his journey across
the African continent as he crosses Lake
Malawi and onto Tanzania. Click on our
friendly crocodile on the right to read the
first part.

COME ON IN
THEWATER’S

Glassy perfection on the inner reef off Zanzibar

http://joom.ag/wqFX/p98


Day 48: Lake Malawi
After weeks on the dusty road a cooling dip in this
vast lake came as quite a treat. Our boards seemed
to be a real source of fascination for the local
children. Paddling along the lake shore we have
come across rarely visited villages where succulent
fruit hang from the trees, the men haul fish in by
net, which the women dry on the shore in the
intense sun.

Life is slow here and, although poor, these people
seem content and relatively care free. We spent
hours playing with the children of one village who
apparently couldn’t grow tired of clambering over
our boards and throwing themselves into the
water, quivering with delight from tip to tail. The
fact that these kids have grown up in a fishing
community is evident. They are wholly water
confident and although not strong swimmers are
fearless, both on and under the surface.

The boys obviously learn to paddle from a young
age, and, although they still use traditional dugouts
in which they sit, their paddle skills are evident.
The girls, prepared for a life in the village of

cooking and cleaning and handling the precious
fishing bounty, took more time to pick up the
basics. However, it was upon these little faces that
the joy of something exciting and fresh was most
apparent. They relished every moment afloat and
as we paddled away that evening, it was the girls
who waved and shrieked most vigorously in
farewell.

After dark the lights of the fishermen started to
appear across the lake. Paraffin lamps are used to
lure small fish into a trap of nets and lines. From
the shore it is difficult to gauge distance in the
dark. Although the stars and moon offer some
illumination, this lake is vast and, after dark, glassy
and disorientating. I paddled for half an hour on
my own before getting close to the men. Cautious
of disrupting their efforts, I sat at a distance and
watched them precariously balance in their boats,
net ready to strike upon any shoal that got too
close. The skill of these men is tremendous and
although I consider myself proficient upon the
water, I am humbled by the way in which they
manoeuvre tirelessly around this great lake.
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However, it was upon these little 
faces that the joy of something 

exciting and fresh 
was most apparentFun and games in the shallows of Lake Malawi



It is easy to be blasé about malaria. You hear
horror stories, but I have often been of the
attitude it’s not as bad as all that. I have on
occasions missed tablets and sometimes not
taken anti-malarial medication at all.

Day 52 was incredibly hot. Humidity levels had
been building all week and went through the
roof. There was a brief deluge early afternoon
and as the heaven opened we pulled the car over
leapt from our seats and let the rain soak us
offering temporary relief.

Later we stopped at a bottle store, same as any
other, ramshackle with corrugated iron roof and
makeshift walls. Initially we thought it was empty,
but just as we turned to leave a young girl struggled

to peer over the counter. Immediately it was
apparent she wasn’t well with headache, weakness
and intense temperature despite feeling cold. 

Even to a lay person such as myself and Katy it
was pretty apparent this was likely to be malaria.
We always carry self-diagnosis kits as we spend
some time away from civilisation and medical
assistance. Katy carefully pricked the girl’s finger
and applied a drop of blood to the test kit. I on
the other hand felt faint and very manfully
retreated outside to get some air and stretch my
legs… Needles have never been my strong point!

After a few minutes it was evident she was
infected with malaria. Rather than use our own
precious supply of treatment we opted to find

specialist help if possible. Following a vague map
drawn by a local we drove 20 minutes further up
the valley, avoiding cattle in the road and
through the quagmire left by the earlier rains. 

Inside a little white clinic we found a nurse
fluent in English who thankfully took our young
child into her care and gratefully shook our
hands. More to make conversation than anything
else, I asked if she dealt with many cases of
malaria. She dutifully showed me a graph for
2014. There were approximately 6,200 villagers
in her district. That week, because of a spike due
to the humid weather, she was the 148th person
to test positive – it was only Wednesday!

I won’t miss or travel without medication again.
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Day 52 

Malaria
There were approximately 6,200 villagers in her district.  That week, because of a spike
due to the humid weather, she was the 148th person to test positive –

it was only Wednesday!
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Click for Google map of
Central Africa

Day 63: 

The spice island is fringed by endless white sand
beaches and stunning reefs. I was however,
desperately afraid this would be one place it
would be impossible to escape other travellers
and tourists and find the real Africa.

This is when the paddleboards have really been
worth their weight in gold. Who needs to join the
hordes on package trips to see overcrowded
outcrops of damaged coral? In the light winds we
were able to paddle for miles along one of the
barrier reefs encountering only fishermen in their
sailing dhows. The reef seems endless; the water is
clear and enticing along this stretch of coast.
However, upon lowering yourself from your board
you soon realise it is like a warm bath offering
little relief from the blazing heat of the summer.

At low tide, the water was incredibly shallow and
the snorkelling fantastic amongst the various
exotic, painted fish and the intricate and
stunning corals. As the tide began to push in, I
caught a few small waves on the outer reef and
took pleasure in the knowledge this little peak
may never have been boarded on before.

Just as we pulled into shore, we met some Massai
men on the beach, dressed impeccably in their
traditional red Shukas, beads and sandals. Two of
the proud warriors jumped at the opportunity to
try our boards. They refused to leave their
daggers on the beach and nervously they took
their first wobbly paddle, clearly not used to
venturing from dry land. Naturally athletic, it
wasn’t too long before they were paddling
without support, but I suspect it may be some
time before we see one of these tribal hunters on
the world circuit.

We had come to the end of our journey and time
in Africa. In the end we realised ten weeks just
wasn’t enough. The people, the wildlife, the
landscapes, and the incredible adventures: Africa
surprises, invigorates and sometimes scares, but I
can’t wait to go back.

Zanzibar,  Tanzania

Alex Sergison is Head of Outdoor Adventure
provision at Weymouth College and delivers

adventure training and instructor training at their
OFSTED Grade 1 facility. He enjoys the support

of 109 Watersports and Naish UK. 

For assistance mobilising your own adventure
feel free to email Alex at

alex@adventuresolutions.co.uk.

Not natural water men, the Massai make up for lack of
experience with determination and smiles.
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